Men's Basketball — The men's basketball team began the 1983 portion of its season with a 74-68 win over Holy Cross. Co-captain John Busa '83 and John English '83 led the team with 24 points, helping to average their average to 21.3 ppg. Making his first start, Craig Pinto '86 chipped in four rebounds. John Busa dominated the high jump, and Eric Weaver '83 placed third to add to the Engineer margin. Parris produced another strong performance, finishing fourth among the eight teams at the competition. Ken Shull '84 (142 lbs.), Pat Peters '85 (167), and Ken Kovacs '86 (177) placed second in their weight classes, while Tim Skelnik '85 (126) and Jim Miller '83 (heavyweight) were both fourth. The squad will be in action again tonight when it hosts Coast Guard.

Men's Squash — Displaying some glaring weaknesses, especially in the running events, the track team dropped a 73-63 decision to Williams College Saturday in the Athletic Center. The Engineers' record stands at an even 2-2 for the young season. Sophomore Pat Parris and Greg Procopio gave MIT an early lead in the meet, taking first and second place, respectively, in the 35-pound throw. Freshman Ed Freeman captured first in the long jump, and Eric Weaver '83 placed third to add to the Engineer margin. Parris produced another strong first-place finish — this time in the shot put, Weaver took top spot in the triple jump, and Joe Preust "showed in his best performance of the season, easily winning the 55-meter hurdles, as MIT stubbornly clung to a two-point lead. The Engineers threatened to break the meet open in the 500 meters when Dave Richards '86 and John Taylor '84 combined to grab the top two spots, further padding MIT's edge. The Engineers' prowess, unfortunately, did not extend to the remainder of the running events, as Williams handily won both the 1000- and 3000-meter runs, as well as the 55-meter dash. Ken Kovacs '86 made a valiant effort in the 800 meters, but came up short by half a second, as the visitors continued to gain ground on their opponents. Williams dominated the high jump to even the score at 63, and receded in the hurdles, in both the 1600- and 3000-meter relays, finishing well ahead of MIT's finish.

We think your pictures are too important to be ground out at the rate of 10,000 an hour. Don't you?

When you bring your roll of color print film into a drugstore or camera store, it will probably be printed on a high-speed "automatic" printer that operates at up to 4,000 prints an hour! That's good for the film lab, but not so good for your pictures. At PHOTOQUICK/CAMBRIDGE, we know that a machine simply cannot do as good a job printing your pictures as a well-trained person. We take pride in our work. That's why here at PHOTOQUICK, we reject each and every negative before it's printed, and we make corrections for color balance and density, connections that probably won't be made by high-speed automatics. Bring in your next roll of color print film to PHOTOQUICK/CAMBRIDGE by 10 AM. You'll get your pictures back the same day, and they'll look their very best!

Two Free Shots of Cappuccino with any Print Order from PHOTOQUICK...